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Studies and literature have shown that when parents and teachers possess a positive
relationship, students will be more successful and show an increase in academic
achievement. The purposes of this research study were to (a) determine how to establish
a positive parent-teacher relationship and (b) ascertain the most effective and ineffective
methods, approaches and utilizations for maintaining a positive parent-teacher
relationship. Teachers and parents defined what a parent-teacher relationship means to
them as well as what roles they play within the relationship. Different obstacles and
barriers encountered are discussed in addition to the best ways to approach them in order
to maintain the relationship. The study takes place in a southern New Jersey elementary
school where teachers and parents were interviewed, surveyed, and observed. The data
was transferred into tables and reviewed to find common trends. Data showed that
parent-teacher relationships should be established as early as possible in the school year.
Newsletters and a homework planner with daily parent sign offs were proven to be the
most effective whole class communication methods while phone calls and in person
conferences are the most effective individual communication methods. The research
study concludes the importance of having a home-school connection.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
No collaborative relationship is paved with pastel fairy stones and silks, but
the ability to admit that it takes work to establish a positive, collaborative
relationship sets both parties off on the road to mutual understanding in
support of the child. Healthy relationships are cooperative relationships.
- Stephanie Brooks, 2004
Mrs. Jones implemented a behavior manager that is placed on each child's desk.
During the course of the day, if a student breaks one of the classroom rules they receive a
minus on their manager with an explanation of what the child has done to receive the
minus. If a child has a perfect day, which meant that they followed the classroom rules,
they received a star on their managers. At the end of the day the students take home their
managers to show their parents and return with the managers signed by the parents the
following day. The behavior manager was supposed to be one of the ways Mrs. Jones
obtained classroom management as well as communicated with the parents on how their
child behaved throughout each day. However, one student, who we will call Brian,
constantly received minuses on his behavior manager. When Brian returned to school
with his manager one morning there was a note from his mother to the teacher that read,
"I never receive positive feedback about Brian from you. You seem to have a negative
attitude towards my son, for once I would like to see something positive on his behavior
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manager." Mrs. Jones never realized that parents could look at her behavior managers as
being something negative she was doing. She wanted the managers to be a way to
communicate with the parents, not cause them to have a negative outlook on her teaching
style. Mrs. Jones knew she had to change what she was doing with the behavior
managers, so that she can once again establish a positive relationship with Brian's mother
and any other parent that may feel the same way. Mrs. Jones decided to change the
manager to include each subject area taught throughout the day. Now, if a student gets a
minus in one subject area they still are able to get stars on their manager for the other
subjects. Mrs. Jones also started to write positive comments on the managers, instead of
just writing the bad behavior a student performed to receive their minus. A week later,
Brian's mother wrote another note back to Mrs. Jones on his manager that read:
I really like the new system that you have started with the managers. I am happy
that you took my note seriously and have made the necessary changes. Your
positive notes on his manager allow me to see that my son just does not behave
negatively. I have talked with my son about the negative behavior in class and have
also praised him for when he behaves well. Once again I appreciate that you have
taken my perspective into consideration and I hope that I can be of any assistance to
you that you may need in the future.
Mrs. Jones could have easily ignored the letter from Brian's mother and continued to
have a negative relationship with her. However, Mrs. Jones realized that the way she was
managing the student's behavior cast a negative light on her teaching style and she did
not want the parents to get this idea. Not all relationships with parents come without
problems like the quote by Stephanie Brooks states. Nonetheless, with work and effort
from both sides, a positive relationship can be established and together, working
cooperatively, both the teacher and parent can help the child succeed. When the parent
and teacher do not work together and they form a negative relationship or no relationship
at all, then trying to acquire parent cooperation will be challenging. Without parent
cooperation and a relationship, trying to effectively implement projects, homework, class
parties, or any other activity that would need the assistance from parents would be nearly
impossible. However, when efficient strategies and approaches are put into practice a
positive parent-teacher relationship is established and together they can work hand in
hand to fully benefit the child's education and growth.
Purpose Statement
Throughout a child's early childhood and elementary school years, parents and teachers
are the most important adults that influence a child's life and education. "The central
figures in fostering the potential of the early years of life are the significant adults in the
child's world" (Swick, 1991, p. 8). Swick continues with saying, "It is impossible for
children to carry out long-term successful engagements in their environment without the
strong support and guidance of significant adults" (Swick, 1991, p. 10). Considering the
"significant adults" in a child's life are parents and teachers, the child will have more
success if the two work together forming a partnership rather than each one working
alone or against one another. Some may believe with the notion, "teachers should teach
and parents should parent" and the boundaries between the two should not overlap with
one another (Brooks, 2004). However, if parents and teachers are the main role models
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in a child's life then a child could benefit even more if they work together simultaneously
as a team. Therefore, the relationship between the parent and teacher needs to be a
positive one.
Parents and teachers both have a responsibility in the partnership when it comes
to the child/student. Swick (1991) notes that the three major roles a teacher holds include
support, education, and guidance. The different roles parents have in the relationship
include learning, supporting, doing and participatory decision making (Swick, 1991).
While each role is being carried out and implemented they both need to have high
efficacy attributes that consist of warmth, sensitivity, listening, consistency, nurturance,
and accessibility (Swick, 1991). The parents and teachers need to act in accordance with
the roles and attributes so that their partnership and relationship can flourish. After all
parents and teachers are both striving for the same goal; the goal being for the child to
gain a proper education in order to succeed in life (Kaplan, 1950). The goals for the child
will not be met if the parents and teachers do not carry out their roles that they need to do
in order to have a relationship.
Although it is important for a parent and teacher to form a relationship, Brooks
(2004, p.14) points out the fact that "partnerships are one of life's most challenging jobs".
To form a relationship it takes work, effort, and determination. Considering that
relationships are difficult to maintain and are challenging, problems and barriers may
develop. The barriers and problems that the literature shows happen most frequently may
include different cultures and values between the teacher and parent, contradicting
perspectives on the parent and teacher roles, parents having unpleasant memories of their
own school experiences, lack of time or effort, parents being not interested, and/or
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problems with the way the teacher or parent style is (Swick, 1991; Keyes, 2000;
Greenwood & Hickman, 1991). Keyes (2000) shows that when problems or barriers do
surface they should be addressed as soon as possible so they can be resolved and a
positive parent-teacher relationship once again can take its place.
The purpose of this research study looks at what are the most effective methods
and strategies a teacher should use in order to establish and maintain a positive parent-
teacher relationship so that the goals for the child are met. It is important to keep in mind
that the ultimate objective in both the parents and teachers eyes is for the child/student to
gain a proper education for them to be successful in life. When the parent and teacher
work collaboratively and carry out certain approaches and strategies, a constructive
relationship is formed that allows for the child to fully reap the benefits. The literature
has shown several different methods and strategies that directly address the categories
communication, parenting, volunteering, learning at home, decision-making, and
collaborating with the community (Barge and Loges, 2003; Greenwood and Hickman,
1991). Although methods and strategies are looked at within the literature that connect
with the six different categories, the literature fails to mention which approaches work
most effectively and efficiently with both the teacher and parent so the relationship once
established can be maintained. This study will examine each category to determine what
are the most successful and useful ways to create a partnership connecting parents and
teachers as well as keeping the relationship maintained. The information and data that
this study will present should be used and put into practice by both parents and teachers
throughout every school so that they can form positive relationships, maintain those
relationships, and together help the child do well and achieve success in his or her
education.
Statement of Research Problem and Question
Parents and teachers are the most significant influences and role models in a
child's early elementary years. Therefore, parents and teachers need to form a positive
relationship in order to accomplish their common goal; to see the child/student succeed.
With any relationship or partnership barriers or conflicts may arrive. The question at
hand is what are the most effective strategies and approaches a teacher should use in
order to establish and maintain a positive parent-teacher relationship?
Story of the Question
I arrived at Back to School Night in my first fall placement an hour before the
parents and students are expected to arrive. My cooperating teacher, "Mrs. S", is setting
up her classroom to let the parents get the best insight on how she manages her
classroom, projects, and instruction. On each child's desk she places a newsletter to the
parents along with a parent survival kit. The newsletter includes when and how Mrs. S
can be contacted, her classroom website link, how she works homework, projects, and
other information she feels was important for the parents to know and understand. The
parent survival kit included a zip lock bag that was filled with different odds and ends
that included for example a band aid, a piece of string tied in a bow, a jewel and a pencil.
Along with the assortment of objects there was a note that indicated what each one
represented. For example, the piece of string was a reminder that Mrs. S was only a
phone call, e-mail, or visit away if they had any questions, comments or concerns. The
jewel represented that the child/student remains priceless in the eyes of both the parents
and the teacher. On a table right when you enter the class is a sign-in sheet where the
parents are instructed to write their name, contact information, and any way they want to
be involved in the classroom. Next to the sign-in sheet, the teacher lists examples of how
parents have helped and been involved in the classroom in the past.
As the parents and students began to show up, the teacher greeted each one in a
very welcoming manner. Mrs. S told the students to give their parents a tour of the room.
Once all the parents and students were in the classroom, the teacher welcomed everyone
once again and began speaking to the parents in a very inviting tone. The teacher went
over the materials each parent found on their child's desk in detail, so the parents knew
exactly what they were receiving. Once she finished discussed the very informative
newsletter, Mrs. S discussed her classroom management, what they can expect now that
their child was in fourth grade, and ways that they can help their child at home to increase
their success. Following her discussion enlightening the parents with all the information
she thought was imperative for them to know, Mrs. S passed out a card that read, "What
would you like me to know about your child? Write a brief note and drop it in the basket
by the door before leaving tonight" and signed the card with your partner in learning.
As the parents were leaving, the teacher announced that if they had any questions,
concerns, or comments to not hesitate to come up and ask her. When all the parents and
students were gone and Back to School Night came to a close, I was fascinated to see
how well the night went. All of the parents left very happy, with their questions
answered, and excited about being involved with their child's fourth grade school year.
A few parents even complimented the teacher with the way she presented the information
and letting her know how helpful and insightful Back to School Night was.
Mrs. S and I reviewed the sign-in/sign-up sheet and I was astonished to see the list
filled with the parents willing to help in many different ways. Mrs. S told me that Back
to School Night gives her the opportunity to reach out to all of the parents, get off on the
right foot with them, and establish a partnership or as she put it "a team". She said:
Forming a team between the parents and yourself allows for a more successful school
year. When you communicate with parents and share with them what is going on in
the classroom, the parents will respond in a positive way. Without a positive
relationship with the parents, it is hard to get the support and involvement that you
need.
As I left Back to School Night, I began to reflect about the night as well as what my
cooperating teacher said about the importance of forming a relationship with the parents
of your students. I began to think how the sign-up/sign-in sheet was filled, the parents
complimenting Mrs. S on how insightful she was, and the way Mrs. S utilized Back to
School Night using a newsletter, parent survival kit, and the information she informed the
parents with. After realizing that there is a significance with forming a positive
parent/teacher relationship and seeing firsthand the ways Mrs. S went about to establish a
partnership, questions began to come to mind. What outcomes can result from a positive
parent-teacher relationship? What strategies and methods are the best ways to establish a
positive parent-teacher relationship? What strategies and methods are the best ways to
maintain a positive parent-teacher relationship? Are some methods or strategies more
effective then others? What about the parents that are busy, have no time, or are difficult;
what are ways you can form a relationship with them? With all of the questions that were
racing through my mind, I realized that I wanted to study how to establish and maintain a
positive parent-teacher relationship and understand what methods, strategies, or
approaches work best.
Organization of Thesis
This chapter presents the question and the purpose being studied. Chapter II
includes the literature review, where the chapter discusses and examines literature and
research that has been done in the past to provide further background information about
the research question. The literature review is divided into four different themes that take
a look at the importance of developing a positive parent-teacher relationship, the teachers
and parents roles and significant attributes in forming a positive parent-teacher
relationship, the problems/barriers that may prevent or intervene with establishing and
maintaining a positive parent-teacher relationship, and the strategies and approaches to
establishing a positive parent-teacher relationship. Chapter III presents the methodology
of the study. This chapter discusses where the research will take place, the research
paradigm, and the type of research that will be done in the study. Chapter III will also
provide the reader with an explanation of what data collection methods and sources of
data were used to conduct the question being studied. Chapter IV presents the findings
and results of the study. Chapter V concludes the study and answers the research
question as well as recommendations for further research.
CHAPTER II
Literature Review
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter is divided into four different sections which look at the relevant
literature that discuss positive parent-teacher relationships. The first section, "The
Importance of Developing a Positive Parent-Teacher Relationship", focuses on the
reasons why such a relationship is crucial as well as shows specific research that has
proven the benefits of having a positive parent-teacher relationship. The second section,
"The Teachers' and Parents' Roles and Significant Attributes in Forming a Positive
Parent-Teacher Relationship", explores the different characteristics, qualities, and
responsibilities both the teacher and parent need to convey in order for a positive parent-
teacher relationship to even take place and succeed. This section also looks at the roles
the school and community can play in helping to implement the partnership between the
parent and teacher. "Addressing the Problems/Barriers that may Prevent or Intervene
with Establishing and Maintaining a Positive Parent-Teacher Relationship" examines
possible troubles that may arrive between the parent and teacher as well as techniques on
how to manage the conflicts with the intention to retain a positive parent-teacher
relationship. The fourth and final section, "Strategies and Approaches to Establishing a
Positive Parent-Teacher Relationship", looks at different methods and practices that
facilitate and help pave the way for a positive parent-teacher partnership.
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The Importance of Developing a Positive Parent-Teacher Relationship
Swick (1991) notes that in order to develop a positive parent-teacher relationship,
one must first understand why it is even important to have one in the first place. In
society's eyes parents have always played a major part in their child's education (Barge
and Loges, 2003). Both state and federal legislation have also shown the importance of
including parental involvement with implementing the Educate America Act and Title I
of Improving America's Schools Act of 1994 which put emphasis on the significance of
having parent-school collaborations and relationships (Barge and Loges, 2003). Today
with families and schools working hand in hand and sharing the responsibilities of the
children's education, promotes academic success as well as achievement (Hill and
Taylor, 2004).
The literature shows that neither the parent nor the teacher can ultimately do their
jobs alone without the help or assistance from the other. Students need inspiration,
confidence, and guidance that teachers or parents cannot provide solely by themselves
(Becker & Epstein, 1982). When the student sees that the most important people in his or
her life have a positive relationship and are working together, it makes the student feel
good and work even harder to make them both proud ("Going to School," 2006). When
parents and teachers work separately, then the child will do the same. If the parent is not
following and coinciding with the teacher, then the child may feel as if he or she should
do the same. Why should the student listen and care what the teacher says when the child
is at home, if the parents do not care or pay attention to what goes on with their child at
school? Parents and teachers need to realize and comprehend that they are both striving
for the same goal; the goal being for the child to gain a proper education in order to
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succeed in life. In order for this goal to be met, the parent and teacher must have a
positive relationship (Kaplan, 1950).
Greenwood and Hickman (1991) state how a positive relationship is a working
one; one where both parties are making an equal amount of effort. It takes work and time
to have an effective and positive relationship; for this is the case with any relationship.
Nevertheless, the time and effort devoted to form a parent/teacher relationship is worth
every single breath or minute put forth. Greenwood and Hickman (1991) look at the
Coleman Report, Mosteller and Moynihan's reanalysis of the Coleman Report, and other
considerable research that shows having a positive parent/teacher relationship brings
upon positive outcomes and results for the child. Such outcomes that have been proven
include an increase in academic achievement, student feeling of comfort and ease, school
attendance, student and parent insights of the classroom and school environment, positive
student performance and conduct, an increase in student grades, willingness to do
homework/projects, parent and student forming a closer bond, shared goals between
parents and students for higher education, and a fulfillment on both the parent and teacher
end. (Greenwood & Hickman, 1991)
Although there are people across the literature that believe "teachers should teach
and parents should parent", research shows that when there are no boundaries between
the two and instead they intertwine to form a relationship, positive outcomes become
present (Broooks, 2004, p.13). Adunyarrittigun in 1997 implemented a study to show the
relationship between when teachers involve parents in their child's learning and reading
performance and when they do not. Four fourth grade and six sixth grade students from
various socioeconomic backgrounds were measured on the students' word recognition
ability and comprehension skills before their parents were involved. The results did show
that the students reading ability was poor and their motivation to read were low.
Adunyarrittigun found that once parents were involved in their child's education, the
students' self-perception as a reader and motivation to read increased. (Machen, Notar
and Wilson, 2005)
Barge and Loges (2003, p.143) conducted research focusing on six middle
schools during April to October 2000 collecting information from parents, students and
teachers concerning their insights on parental involvement. A separate focus group was
set up for both students and parents. During the focus groups, discussions revolved
around questions pertaining to parental involvement such as: (a) From your experience,
what are some positive ways parents have become involved in their child's education?
and (b) What do you believe are the most and least effective ways for parents to get
involved? The teachers received a ten question survey consisting of open-ended and
closed questions. The questions related directly to their insights on parental involvement
and one of the open-ended questions asked, "What are three things that parents can do
that help their students do well in school?" After all the data and responses were
analyzed the major theme that surfaced from the parents, students, and teachers were that
building positive relationships with teachers allows for a more successful school year and
parental involvement. Therefore, it is imperative that teachers and parents do their part
and play their role so that a positive relationship is formed between the two in order for
the student (child) to fully blossom and succeed. (Barge and Loges, 2003, p.144-146)
The Teachers' and Parents' Roles and Significant Attributes in Forming a Positive Parent-
Teacher Relationship
Swick (1991) recognized that after gaining the knowledge of why it is important
to have a positive parent-teacher relationship, we must then learn what roles each the
teacher and the parent must possess in order to form such a partnership. Barge and Loges
(2003) acknowledges the importance of the different roles that each the parents and
teachers contribute to the partnership as well. Barge and Loges (2003) in the study they
implemented where parents and teachers spoke out about parental involvement, the
parents and teachers agreed that in order to have an effected and positive relationship
both sides must be equally committed. The parents and teachers expressed that if only
one side is devoted then there will be no progress or success in the relationship and
ultimately for the child (Barge and Loges, 2003). Swick (1991) points out that when both
sides are committed, the parents' and teacher's efficacy also plays an importance. High-
efficacy found in both the teacher and parent is a vital component for a good relationship
(Swick, 1991). When both the parent and teach are committed, have a high level of
efficacy (or efficacy in general), and understand the outcomes that a positive relationship
can accomplish, they must then look at the individual roles and responsibilities they each
need to carry out. Each distinctive and balancing roles that the teachers and parents have
and show are the foundation for a strong partnership (Swick, 1991).
Swick (1991) notes three major roles a teacher holds include support, education,
and guidance. A teacher shows and gives support to the parent to let them know that they
care about their child. Support is given in any means or way possible through obtaining
effective resources for the parents, listening to the parents' needs or concerns, and giving
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out his or her professional advice and wisdom. The teacher's primary role in the
relationship is to educate the child in the best and possible manner. While educating the
parent's child, the teacher must also educate the parents as well. The teacher must give
insight and communicate with the parents on what is going on in the classroom, so the
parent can help and better suit their child at home. If the parent does not know or
understand what the teacher is educating their child on then the parent will not be able to
perform their role in the relationship. A teacher must also provide guidance to the
parents. He or She must guide or assist the parents and children through the school year.
If there is no guidance, then the parents will not know the goals or direction the teacher is
heading in with their child that may lead to confusion and frustration on both ends.
(Swick, 1991)
Swick (1991) stresses with each role the teacher must show sensitivity, flexibility,
reliability, and accessibility. Sensitive teachers show concern and attention for both the
parent and child, through responding to questions, problems, or apprehensions they might
have in a kindhearted way (Swick, 1991). Being flexible, allows for the teacher to be
open to ideas or suggestions the parents may have and change or adapt their teaching
style in order to accommodate the parents requests (Swick, 1991). Even though, the
teacher may not agree with the ideas or suggestions that the parent is offering, he or she
should still actively listen to the parent and respond in a way to help the parent
understand why the teacher feels the way he or she does (Swick, 1991). Swick (1991)
believes a teacher that is reliable must show this attribute in his or her performance,
communication, involvement, and with the child's well-being. When a teacher shows
that they are reliable, a parent feels more at ease with the teacher's performance as well
as with being more committed to their relationship (Swick, 1991). Swick (1991) states it
is also important for the teacher to make him or herself accessible to the parents. Katz &
Others (1996) points out that as early as possible in the school year, the teacher should
make it known to the parents how and when they can be contacted. The teacher should
make the times and ways he or she can be contacted as convenient as possible for the
parents (Katz & Others, 1996). Carol Keyes in Parent-Teacher Partnerships: a
Theoreticat Approach for Teacher (2000, p.I07) sums up the importance of the teacher
fulfilling their roles and attributes with the quote, "teachers are really the glue that hold
the home/school partnerships together."
Like Swick (1991) notes different roles for teachers, he also states that parents
have four roles themselves which include learning, supporting, doing, and participatory
decision making. The parents need to educate themselves and learn about what the child
is doing within their classroom. Knowledge is power and by parents gaining the
knowledge they are able to help their child at home. Just like the teacher needs to support
and help out the parent in any way possible, the parent must reciprocate by giving their
support as well. The parent must support their child and make sure their child does the
work that is given out by the teacher in addition to supporting the teacher through
backing the teacher's teaching style and helping out in any means possible. The doing
role of the parent is where they actively become involved in the classroom and at home.
The parent doing role involves doing activities with the child at home in correlation with
what the teacher is teaching and actively participating in the classroom in any way that
your schedule allows you too. Such activities can include going on field trips, helping
put up displays or bulletin boards, classroom housekeeping, clerical work, helping or
providing materials, or providing any other assistance where a skill the parent possesses
would be of assistance. The last role Swick (1991) discusses is the role of participatory
decision making where the parent assists with helping the teacher come up with goals and
strategies to improve the classroom, school, and the child (student). (Swick, 1991;
Greenwood & Hickman, 1991)
Parents have attributes that they must possess along with their roles just like
teachers did (Swick, 1991). The attributes that parents have to possess and execute
include warmth, sensitivity, nurturance, listening, and consistency. Among these
attributes the parent must also demonstrate trust and respect for the teacher. The teacher,
after all, has the leadership role and has the degree to be able to teach. He or she knows
what they are doing. The parent must be able to understand the role of the teacher and if
they have a problem with the way the teacher does something, then they must
communicate in a respectable manner. Nevertheless, the parent first should use their
attribute of listening to pay attention and take note of the reasons why the teacher is doing
what they are doing. A parent should be consistent with their roles and attributes;
inconsistency may cause uncertainty and aggravation. It is also the parent's duty to make
themselves easily available to be contacted as well. A teacher can not perform their role
of reaching out to the parents if the parent is not able to be contacted. (Swick, 1991;
"Going to School," n.d.; Katz & Others, 1996)
Even though the parents and teachers each have their own distinct roles and
attributes they have to bring to the table, it is also important for them to find common
ground along with performing other common roles that they share (Swick, 1991). The
common roles that they must share allows for the partnership to be established and grow
(Swick, 1991). Swick (1991) illustrates a figure that shows the shared/common roles
which include collaboration, planning, communication, and evaluation. Swick (1991)
discusses collaboration as being the chief role for the parent and teacher to share. It is
through collaboration that the parents and teachers work together, combining both of
their individual roles, to make a positive impact on the child's home-school environment.
A shared effort must go into planning the teacher-parent relationship. Each party must
put in an effort to plan how they will carry out their individual roles, so that together they
can plan on how each of their roles will function effectively in the classroom and at
home. To ultimately achieve these roles properly and successfully the parent and teacher
must use communication. Communication can take place in many different forms such as
through newsletters, e-mails, phone calls, conferences, homework planners, etc. (Swick,
1991) In the article Going to School (2006, p.1), Susan Becker expresses the importance
of communication stating, "The parents need information about what and how their child
is learning, and the teacher needs important feedback from the parent about the child's
academic and social development." Communication also allows for feedback from the
teacher and parent to take place (Becker, 2006). Feedback leaves room for evaluation of
how the relationship is occurring. Through evaluation the parent and teacher can adapt,
change, or alter the way they are performing their roles as needs be (Becker. 2006). As
the parent and teacher perform the plan to collaborate and carry out both their individual
and shared roles, a positive parent-teacher relationship will be successful (Swick, 1991).
However, considering the many roles that each party must possess, problems or barriers
may arrive that with time and patience can be worked out if each party remembers the
attributes that he or she must carry out (Becker, 2006).
Jones (2001) discusses how along with teachers and parents committing and
carrying out their own roles in order to establish and maintain a positive parent-teacher
relationship, schools as a whole have their own roles in contributing to the relationship.
Jones (2001) quotes Epstein in her article who identifies six roles schools must
implement to promote parent involvement which will make it more feasible for parents
and teachers to establish and maintain a positive relationship. The roles Epstein
encourage include providing parent-education activities, keeping communication lines
between schools and family open, allowing for volunteer opportunities, promoting at
home learning activities, decision-making opportunities, and community collaborations
(Jones, 2001). Jones (2001) elaborates and agrees with Epstein's six school roles and
classifies them as training teachers to work with parents, reaching out to parents, staying
in touch, encouraging parents to advocate for their children, and investing in family
involvement. Schools should invest in family-involvement programs which federal and
state funds are available to implement them (Jones, 2001). Swick (1991) declares that
schools need to have a concrete framework or program that supports families throughout
the entire school system. By school leaders promoting parent-involvement and carrying
out the roles a school should supply to parents they are providing a model as well as
support for parents and teachers (Swick, 1991). Swick (1991, p. 155) notes Rich who
cites that schools need to be "arenas where parents and teachers are building an
environment in which home learning is used in collaboration with school learning to
build productive lifelong learners."
Keyes (2000) mentions that as schools work to promote parent involvement and
as parents and teachers begin to form a relationship another party should be involved as
well which is the society and the community. Communities can and should play a role
and/or force in promoting and providing for a successful relationship amongst the school
and teachers with the parents (Keyes, 2000). Swick (1991) acknowledges that in order to
create a learning environment for children to achieve success schools need to work hand
in hand with the community to reach out to the families. The roles a community should
play to contribute to the school and learning environment in promoting a parent-teacher
relationship include providing health, social support, economic development, spiritual
nurturance, cultural enrichment, and information sharing services (Swick, 1991). The
three main backgrounds a community ought to provide for families and schools are the
services previously mentioned, support, and collaborative learning (Swick, 1991). Swick
(1991, p. 159) states about communities that, "new supports are needed in the form of
collaborative efforts to enable parents to have family development time and for parents
and teachers to have partnership time." Through supportive and strong communities
families and schools can conquer any problems/barriers that may surface, reinforce
partnerships between schools, teachers, and parents, and encourage parent involvement
programs that benefit the children (Swick, 1991).
Addressing the Problems/Barriers That May Prevent or Intervene with Establishing and
Maintaining a Positive Parent-Teacher Relationship
The literature reviewed points out several of these barriers and problems
involving the roles of teachers and parents that could include clashing culture and values
amongst teacher and parent, societal forces at work on family and school, different
perspectives and views on the parent and teacher roles, parent foster bad memories of
their own when they were in school, unsure of how to express or communicate, parents
being disinterested, lack of time or effort, and/or problems with the way the teacher or
parent style is (Swick, 1991; Keyes, 2000; Greenwood & Hickman, 1991).
Keyes (2000) points out that with any relationship or partnership barriers or
problems will surface. However, when they do occur they should not be ignored or
pushed to the side (Keyes, 2000). Instead, the problems and/or barriers should be
addressed in order for them to be resolved so a positive parent-teacher relationship once
again can take its place (Keyes, 2000).
The article Going to School (2006) presents four concepts parents should keep in
mind when they are going to address a problem with their child's teacher; acknowledge
your child's feelings, consider the teacher's point of view, evaluate teachers fairly, and
meet with administration. When a child is constantly complaining about a problem that
is occurring within school the parent should listen to their child, confirm what the child is
saying and then take a rational action (Going to School, 2006). Although the action may
get in the way with the relationship with the teacher, being a parent you must take your
child's feelings sincerely and by addressing the problem in a rational matter the teacher
will be able to help your concern (Going to School, 2006). Parents must evaluate
teachers fairly by not jumping to conclusions, not listening to what they have heard from
others, and by considering the teacher's point of view (Going to School, 2006). A parent
should always communicate and meet with the teacher fist in a polite manner, but if the
parent and teacher can not come to an agreement they then should meet with someone
from the administration to find a solution to the problem and the eventually move on to
reestablish a relationship (Going To School, 2006).
Just like there are ways parents should go about addressing a problem, teachers
should address a problem in a certain way as well (Sumsion, 1999). Sumsion (1999)
realized that teachers must give good reason behind what they are doing and show
parents where they are coming from when addressing a problem because sometimes their
motives or objectives may not be understood by the parents. Teachers must also "move
outside oneself' and look at the parent's perspective as well (Sumsion, 1999, p. 1 1).
When a teacher first realized that a problem may occur, the teacher should act upon it and
put an end to the problem immediately before it is able to escalate (Brooks, 2004). When
addressing problems, Brooks (2004) points out that teachers should not use educational
jargon because this may demean parent's intelligence or cause greater confusion and the
goal is for the parent and teacher to come to a solution, not to cause more problems.
Both parents and teachers when addressing a problem need to approach the
problem with productive and positive communication, respect, grace, and good humor in
order for the parent and teacher accomplish a solution and maintain a relationship (Katz
& Others, 2000). Swick (1991) provides a problem-solving sequence that Galinsky
implemented in 1988 with the aim for parents and teachers to use when addressing a
problem. The problem-solving sequence lists six steps including stating what the
problem is right up front, together coming up with multiple solutions listing the pros and
cons of each solution, reaching an agreement on what solution will work best, discussing
how the solutions will be implemented, and then agreeing to have another meeting in
order to evaluate if the solutions are working (Swick, 1991).
If problems are addressed correctly, then the relationship between parents and
teachers can grow (Swick, 1991). However, certain barriers may cause a hurdle for
parents and teachers to get over in order to see eye to eye, address the problem, and
establish a relationship (Greenwood & Hickman, 1991). One barrier that parents and
teachers will encounter is the clashing of cultures and values amongst each of them
(Keyes, 2000). Keyes (2000) points out that teachers may come from a different
community then the one they teach in and therefore be faced with students and parents of
a different socioeconomic class, race, or ethnic group. Voltz (1994) stresses that if the
different cultures and values are not being confronted in a sensitive matter or taken in
account, a relationship between the parent and teacher will not occur. The teacher must
be knowledgeable on each one of their student's cultures and values so that a relationship
can flourish with the parents (Voltz, 1994).
Voltz (1994) discusses time being a barrier that could cause a relationship to not
happen. Some parents may work a lot, are single parents, or have to much on their plate
that limits their time and energy to be involved and gain a relationship with the teacher
(Becker & Epstein, 1982). Nonetheless, Greenwood and Hickman (1991, p.282) show a
study done by Leitch and Tangri that found, "employed parents to be more involved than
non-employed parents and that parents gave work and poor health as the two main
reasons for not participating." Swick (1991) states that with different approaches and
strategies used to provide for all various situations can alleviate the problem of families
who say time is a factor. Through the help of the school, teachers, and community
reaching out and providing services and support to these families time, poor health, and
energy will not be a barrier for parents and teachers to establish a relationship (Swick,
1991).
Greenwood and Hickman (1991) propose that the attitudes and abilities of parents
may cause another barrier for parents and teachers to establish a relationship. Parents
may believe that they do not have the abilities, skills, or knowledge to help their child or
volunteer in the classroom (Greenwood & Hickman, 1991). Other parents may have a
problem communicating with their child's teacher and school due to them having their
own negative experiences and memories from when they were in school (Greenwood &
Hickman, 1991). When teachers contact parents allow parents to see they are open and
want to help parents be involved and provide parents with the knowledge and skills they
need to help their students and be involved (Voltz, 1994). This teacher's approach will
show parents a new light and perspective on schools and parents (Voltz, 1994).
Voltz (1994) explains that any problem or barrier can be lightened and unraveled
by developing an atmosphere of trust and respect, making parent-teacher relationships
truly collaborative, and being culturally sensitive. Greenwood and Hickman (1991)
believe that barriers preventing parents and teachers to form relationships can be
overcome with leadership in the school system and/or state levels doing something.
When school leaders implement parent involvement programs and activities they allow
parents to see that the school is welcoming and provide ways for them to get involved
(Greenwood & Hickman, 1991). Greenwood and Hickman (1991) confirmed their
statement with showing a report where once Tennessee mandated a parent involvement
program, 43,000 hours of parent participation was produced in its first year. Brooks
(2004, p.20) believes that "conflicts should be seen as opportunities for growth and
change" and through parents and teachers working out conflicts allows them to advance
in their relationship along with benefiting the child/student in their shared goal for him or
her to succeed.
Strategies and Approaches to Establishing a Positive Parent-Teacher Relationship
Brooks (2004, p.14) calls attention to the fact that "partnerships are one of life's
most challenging jobs," but with certain strategies and approaches being implemented
correctly parents and teachers can for a positive relationship. Swick (1991) emphasizes
that establishing a positive parent-teacher relations should occur with welcoming parent
strategies. Brooks (2004) agrees with Swick (1991) and stresses that the establishment of
the parent-teacher relationship should begin to form as early as possible. In August,
teachers can send a letter to their upcoming students' parents welcoming them to the
forthcoming school year, showing excitement to get the chance to work with them and
attach a copy of upcoming events, what to expect this year, and your classroom policies
(Brooks, 2004). Sending a letter allows the parents to see that the teacher is inviting and
open to them as well as giving the parents a chance to review the information before it is
thoroughly explained to them at their first formal meeting with the teacher such as Back
to School Night (Brooks, 2004).
Barge and Loges (2003) specify Epstein's categories of parental involvement that
promote a positive parent-teacher relationship. Epstein's typology include six different
types which include parenting, communicating, volunteering, learning at home, decision
making, and collaborating with community (Barge and Loges, 2003). Greenwood and
Hickman (1991) show that the school plays a major role with the parenting section of
establishing and maintaining positive parent-teacher relationships. Approaches and
strategies that schools should implement include holding workshops about parents, child
growth and development, or English as a Second Language (Greenwood and Hickman,
1991). Although this approach is driven by the school, the teacher can also carry out
strategies to help parents that include sending home fliers to let parents know about the
workshops school are holding and/or sending home any pamphlets or information the
teacher comes across that deal with establishing home environments that support their
children as students (Greenwood and Hickman, 1991; Barge and Loges, 2003). If there
are certain concerns that teachers come across pertaining to parents not being able to
provide the child with a proper home environment, the teacher should try to help the
situation as best as possible as well as bringing it to the principles attention who could
then set up a workshop or activity to help (Greenwood and Hickman, 1991). Providing
parents with workshops, activities, and information to help them provide a home
environment that promotes learning allows for a positive interaction between the school,
teachers, and parents (Greenwood and Hickman, 1991). Constant and positive
interactions among the three parties is a definite way to establish and maintain a positive
parent-teacher relationship (Swick, 1991).
The second type within Epstein's typology for establishing and maintaining
positive parent-teacher relationships is communicating (Barge and Loges, 2003). Swick
(1991) points out that parents and teachers both have very hectic, multifaceted, and
vigorous lives and therefore a variety of different kinds of communication need to be
implemented. Teachers need to communicate to parents about what is going on in the
classroom and keeping the parent informed on their child's progress (Becker and Epstein,
1982). Communication methods that were listed throughout the literature included
conferences, written communication, telephone calls, "homework hot-lines', and
technology-based communication such as e-mail and class web pages (Katz & Others,
1996; Swick, 1991; Brooks, 2004; Becker and Epstein, 1982). Swick (1991) lists
communication strategies that are a link between the teacher and parent. The strategies
listed are weekly folders that hold the student's work, weekly newsletters covering what
they will be doing that week, "Parent-Grams" that are monthly reviewing concepts
covered in class, posting a communication bulletin board, holding special events to
discuss and share information with parents, and developing a "parent support newsletter"
where parents can share specific matters or ideas with other parents (Swick, 1991).
Becker and Epstein (1982) discuss a "buddy-book" where the teacher writes a comment
in everyday about the child for the parent to see and the parent can write back in the book
if they want as well. Brooks (2004) stresses that communication between parents and
teachers should be frequent and not only when problems are occurring with the child.
Schools should also be involved to set up training programs, events, and newsletters to
help parents and teachers strengthen their partnership (Swick, 1991).
Katz and Others (1996, p.4) state, "The more involved parents are in what goes on
in the classroom, the more likely they are to understand the teacher's goals and
practices." Greenwood and Hickman (1991, p.284) believe incorporating parents into the
classroom and giving parents opportunities to volunteer involved the teacher to "play a
direct and central role" in promoting a positive parent-teacher relationship. Greenwood
and Hickman (1991) discuss R.S. Soar and L. Kaplan's five levels of Taxonomy of
Classroom Activities that involve parents to volunteer. The first level is housekeeping
where parent can organize, arrange furniture or monitor the day (Greenwood and
Hickman, 1991). The second level is entitled clerical where parent can help with lunch
count, attendance, or any other secretarial task (Greenwood and Hickman, 1991).
Materials is the third level where parents can create bulletin boards, make displays,
and/or exhibit the class's work (Greenwood and Hickman, 1991). Instruction is the
fourth level where parent can help teach or plan (Greenwood and Hickman, 1991).
Olmstead (1 991) gives an example of having parents implement instruction in the
classroom where a parent who was a dentist came in the class and talked about dental
hygiene. The fifth level consists of evaluation where parents can grade papers, make
worksheets, or design a project (Greenwood and Hickman, 1991). Many parents are
more then willing and want to volunteer, but they do not know how or in what ways they
can (Katz and Others, 1996). When the teacher first contacts the parents (a good idea is
to put into practice at Back to School Night) he/she should have a sign-up sheet where
parents can sign up for how they would like to volunteer or be involved in the class (Katz
and Others, 1996). The teacher should also provide the parents with suggestions or
examples of different ways so they have an array of ideas (Katz and Others, 1996).
Olmstead (1991) reported that at one school, Bank Street, a small percentage of parents
volunteered, but once teachers reached out and provided ways for the parents to be
involves, sixty percent of parents were volunteering. In another community that has 187
students, reported 220 volunteers giving 16,250 hours during one school year when
volunteer opportunities were given (Olmstead, 1991).
The fourth type of strategies and approaches used in establishing and maintaining
positive parent-teacher relationships as discussed by Epstein includes learning at home
where parents assist their child with school related work at home (Barge and Loges,
2003). While this type of approach takes place at home, the teacher still plays a central
role through planning, giving parents insight on what to do, monitoring, and executing
the methods for the parents to understand (Greenwood and Hickman, 1991). A survey
executed in 600 Maryland schools with 3,700 elementary teachers asked, found that a key
parent involvement method was reading with their children (Greenwood and Hickman,
1991). Epstein and Becker (1982) described a method where teachers organize a
program where students read at home for a minimum of ten minutes every night and the
parents sign a slip acknowledging that their child read. Teachers can make flashcards in
math or reading with the students, so they can practice them at home with their parents
(Becker and Epstein, 1982). Swick (1991) notes that teachers should send home
newsletters or activity pamphlets that include ideas of how parent can work with their
child at home. Swick (1991) discusses the idea of having a lending library in the
classroom that consists of materials, games, books, tapes, and other resources. The
parents and students are then able to borrow the items in the lending library to use at
home (Swick, 1991). By teachers providing resources and activities for parents to use
with their children at home provide for an inviting atmosphere and a way to promote a
sought after positive relationship with the parents (Swick, 1991).
The fifth type of parental involvement proposed by Epstein includes decision
making where parents are given the opportunity to aid teachers and schools with decision
on different aspects dealing with the school and classroom (Barge and Loges, 2003).
Swick (1991, p. 113) states, "The security and effectiveness of teacher-parent
partnerships require collaborative structures for making decisions." Teachers can ask for
parents say through surveys, discussing certain matters or ideas with parents, and/or
setting up sessions where parents can express their concerns, input, or ideas (Swick,
1991). Voltz (1994) points out that parents can determine goals and objectives for their
child with the teacher. Schools can play a role with decision making by setting up parent
councils and groups where they discuss matters that will help the school be more
responsive to its students, parents, and teachers (Scriven, 1975). Scriven (1975, p.55)
states that:
Parents and teachers utilizing this system believe it fosters individualization of
curriculum and instruction, provides a check against excessive demands on the child
by either parents or teacher, increases the parents' feeling of responsibility toward
their child's progress, and helps the school remain responsive to the community.
The sixth and last category in Epstein's typology includes collaborating with the
community so that the community provides resources and services that correlate with the
school to advance relationships between the school and teacher with the parents and
students (Barge and Loges, 2003). Schurr (1993) shows that community leaders should
implement a proclamation dealing with parent involvement in schools. Schools and
communities can have a "Parent Appreciation Day" as well as promoting all citizens to
help implement parent-school partnerships by keeping all paths open (Schurr, 1993).
Swick (1991) believes that the community can play a part by implementing policies that
support families and schools, educate citizens on the importance for having high quality
schools, assessing ways to promote and support positive parent-teacher relationships, and
encourage citizens to back and support school strategies that provide for parents and
students.
Conclusion
Implementing the five types of approaches and strategies will allow for teachers
and parents to help one another carry out their own roles in establishing and maintaining
a positive relationship (Swick, 1991). Parents cannot expect teachers to accomplish their
duties and responsibilities without their assistance and teachers cannot look at teaching
their students by themselves without incorporating the parents (Swick, 1991). The
strategies and approaches will only be effective if parents and teachers perform them
together and view each other as a team to help the child/student succeed and grow in
learning (Swick, 1991). Barriers or problems may arrive, but the only way to regain a
positive parent-teacher relationship is to address them as soon as possible (Keyes, 2000).
Through implementing strategies and approaches and overcoming barriers and problems
parents and teachers can meet their common goal; for the child to gain a proper education
in order to succeed in life (Kaplan, 1950).
CHAPTER III
Methodology
Context of the Study
The research that was conducted for this study was completed in the Middle
Atlantic Region of the United States in a Southern New Jersey suburban town. The
township includes one kindergarten school, six grade 1-5 elementary schools, three grade
6-8 middle schools, and one grade 9-12 high school. Consent forms were placed in all
general and special education teachers' mailboxes at one of the elementary schools. The
elementary school that was chosen for the study was based on where my pre-service
student teaching placement was at the time of the study. The parents who received
consent forms, set forth in Appendix A, were the parents of the students who were in my
student teaching classroom. The classroom consisted of 20 third grade students; 10
female and 10 male.
The elementary school was recognized as both a Governor's School of Excellence
and a Star School based upon New Jersey standards. Based upon facts that were
displayed on the schools website, the school consists of 621 students; 85 percent White, 6
percent Asian, 6 percent Black, and 3 percent Hispanic. The language diversity in the
school (first language spoken at home) includes 97 percent English, 1 percent Spanish
and 1 percent Filipino, and 1 percent other.
In order to get a complete understanding of the town and the citizens that live in the town,
the following economic and housing statistics are presented from the 2000 census. The
town consists of 71.5 percent being in the labor force (63.9% United States average).
The median family income in 1999 was 74,661 dollars (50,046 U.S. average) and the
median household income in 1999 was 66,546 dollars (41,994 U.S. average). 2.5 percent
of the population is below the poverty line (9.2% U.S. average).
Description of Research Paradigm
Throughout the study I will be looking to answer the question on how to establish
and maintain positive parent-teacher relations along with what are the most effective and
ineffective methods, strategies, and utilizations. This study will be conducted through
using both quantitative and qualitative teacher research. Quantitative research that will
be used will be done in a valid and reliable manner through using a suitable sample
population, the statistics will be related to the research question, and all variables will be
accounted for (Phillips and Carr, 2006). The qualitative research design will use a
representation of several different types of data sources. The qualitative research will
also prove to be trustworthy because it will have several different perspectives which
come from the different data sources used. The research will include a concrete amount
of background and circumstantial details. Data collection and explanation of data will be
done in an organized and meaningful matter, and my own viewpoint or bias will be made
clear as well as my reflections (Phillips and Carr, 2006).
Once the quantitative research is complete, the reader will be able to see the data that was
collected in both a chart form and in narrative (qualitative) appearance. The qualitative
research that will be examined will be done by looking through my own personal
research paradigm and keeping in mind the following choices that were explained by
Phillips and Carr (2006, p. 66): (a) "acknowledge the role of language in constructing and
limiting our understanding" (b) "recognize the powerful influences of culture" (c) "see
classrooms as places where meaning is actively constructed" and (d) "recognize the
complexities of these classrooms as the element that brings surprise, joy, and heartache to
those of us who teach."
Explanation of Study
In my research I will examine what are the most effective methods, strategies and
approaches that teachers use in order to establish and maintain a positive-parent teacher
relationship. The methods, strategies, and approaches will be based on different
categories that include whole class communication, individual class communication, time
and effort, and the roles teachers and parents play. Through using the different data
sources I will determine what the most valuable practices are in each category in order to
establish and maintain a positive parent-teacher relationship so that the student/child best
succeeds in his or her education.
The subjects that will be participating in the research are my cooperating teacher
and other teachers in the school who are willing to participate. Other participants will
include the parents of the children who are in my student teaching classroom. I will be
interviewing five teachers and five parents and will be surveying ten parents and ten
teachers. Both the parents and teachers age range from 30-60 years old. Participants will
be both male and female and will not be chosen on pre-selection. Participation will be
based on completion of the consent form that is sent out to the teachers and parents. A
letter and consent form will be given to every teacher at the school who has either an
elementary or special education classroom. The teachers who complete the letter/consent
form will then participate in the research. Every student in the classroom will receive a
letter/consent form to take home to their parents. The parents of the subjects who
complete the consent form will be required to fill out and complete a survey that will be
based upon the research question at hand. Some subjects will then be interviewed. The
consent form has a section where participants can choose to participate in the survey or
the interview. Participants who volunteered for the interview will be the ones who are
chosen to be interviewed. Throughout the time at the student teaching placement I will
be observing and keeping track in a journal any parent-teacher interactions that occur. I
will record what the interaction was that occurred and if it was effective or if it inhibited
the parent-teacher relationship.
Data Sources
The data sources that will be used in this study to make sure there is a complete
data set will include observations, interviews, and surveys. The observations will be
recorded in a secure journal kept by myself. Any parent-teacher interaction that is
viewed during the research process will be fully documented within the journal. An
example of an observation that I will take would be that a mother of a child wrote my
cooperating teacher an e-mail regarding her child's low test score and was wondering
what her child was doing wrong. My cooperating teacher called the mother back to
discuss the child's test score, offer her advice, and possible solutions they can come up
with to better the child's test scores. This parent-teacher communication was initiated by
the parent and was an effective method due to both sides being happy with their final
solutions, there was positive communication, and both the parent and teacher were
responsive in their roles. The observations will occur throughout an eight week period
(February 5, 2007 to March 30, 2007) and observations will be jotted down in the journal
immediately following the parent-teacher interaction. I will interview five teachers and
parents to see their views and perspectives on parent-teacher relationships and what they
feel are the best methods, strategies, and approaches that should be used (Interview
Questions attached in Appendix G). The interview questions will also include methods,
approaches, or strategies that they have been in contact with or used in the past that they
have come to realize were ineffective to establish and maintain a relationship. The
questions asked during the interview will be pre-designed questions as well as probative
questions from what the interviewee has said. Interviews will be completed over the
phone or in the teacher's classroom depending on the participants' preference. Surveys
will be distributed to both parents and teachers that ask questions based on ranking
different strategies from most effective to least effective as well as answering open ended
questions (Survey instrument attached in Appendix B). The survey includes four
different sections. The first section asks for demographic information as well as the type
of classroom the teacher teaches and for the parents asks about their children within the
school district as well as if their child received special accommodations. Section two
provides several different strategies, methods, and approaches that were discussed in the
related literature and asks the parents and teachers to rate the methods based upon a scale
(5 being most effective to 1 least effective). This section also contains an area where the
person can write comments or suggestions about the different methods, approaches, and
strategies as well as add their own method. Section three poses for the person filling out
the survey to state the time spent in an average week on different parent-teacher
interactions and what percentage are initiated by the parents as well as what percentage
are initiated by the teachers. Section four contains seven different open ended questions
that asks the surveyor to be more specific with their answers regarding the most
successful method, methods that were found to be unsuccessful, when relationships are
established, obstacles that they encounter, how they can better the situation, different
roles they play in the relationship, and how they feel a relationship between parent-
teacher can be more effective.
All data sources completed and submitted will be done anonymously. Names that
are written down for observations and subjects who are interviewed will be given
assigned numbers and letters to protect their identity and confidentiality.
Data Analysis
Once the data is collected from the observations, interviews, and surveys, the data
will be sorted based upon the several different categories described previously. The
categories included whole class communication, individual communication, time and
effort, and the different roles parents and teachers play. Any additional data that was
found during the study will be placed in a separate category. Each category will be
analyzed to find any common themes based upon effectiveness, inadequateness, being
successful, unsuccessful, or any other common theme that may be found. The survey
section that has the rating scale will be calculated based upon averages from both the
parents and teachers. The findings will be placed in a chart to easily see the data. All
participants will be referred to as their assigned numbers and letters. The information
once analyzed by percentages, themes, and categories will then be ready to be discussed
in chapters four and five for an in depth look on the findings and results.
CHAPTER IV
Summary of the Findings
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter presents the findings from the different data sources that were used
to collect research in order to answer the research question of how to establish and
maintain positive parent-teacher relationships along with the most effective and
ineffective methods, strategies, and utilizations. First, the chapter discusses the responses
that were drawn from the surveys given to ten teachers and ten parents. Second, I will
explain the findings that were drawn from the five parent and five teacher interviews.
Then, I will discuss a few parent-teacher interactions that I observed. The parent-teacher
interactions will portray what the reason for contact was, the method or approach the
teacher or parent used, and whether the outcome was effective or ineffective.
Surveys
The ten parents and ten teachers who gave their consent received a survey that
they completed and returned to me. Once I had all of the surveys, I reviewed the findings
and charted them into four tables; two tables that discuss the parents survey compiled
data and two tables that review the teachers survey compiled data. The Parent and
Teacher Survey Compiled Data, as seen in Appendices C and E, for the parent and
teacher surveys illustrates the first four sections of the survey which include: 1) their
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demographic information that contains their gender, number of children, marital status,
and work status 2) their rating from one to five (least effective to most effective) on
different whole class communication methods 3) their rating from one to five (least
effective to most effective) on individual communication methods and 4) what methods
they use on a weekly basis. The Parent and Teacher Survey Compiled Data also shows
the parents average as well as the teachers average rating for each method in the whole
class communication sections and each method in the individual communication section.
The Parent and Teacher Survey Compiled Data Continued, are set forth in Appendices D
and F, chart the total number of different types of communication used in an average
week, what percentage of contact was initiated by the teacher, what percentage was
initiated by the parent, the effort they put forth in parent-teacher relationships, and an
explanation of their answers. In addition, the Parent and Teacher Survey Compiled Data
Continued presents the parents average and teachers average for each type of interaction
as well as the average percentage initiated by the parent and the teacher.
The Parent Survey Compiled Data illustrated in Appendix C shows seven females
and three males were surveyed on their experience with parent-teacher relationships and
the different methods, approaches, and strategies used for parent-teacher relationships.
Out of the ten parents surveyed one parent has one child, three parents have two children,
and six parents have three children. The marital status of the parents includes eight
parents married, one parent divorced, and one parent that is widowed. The work
schedule of the parents surveyed include four parents who work full time, three parents
work part time, one parent is a student, one parent works from home, and one parent is a
stay at home mother.
The whole class communication methods that the parents rated from most
effective (five) to least effective (one) were the use of a homework planner, a homework
planner with daily parent sign offs, web page, broadcast e-mails, newsletters,
announcements, and group parent meetings. A homework planner was described as a
planner that the student takes home which allows the parents to see what homework the
teacher assigned to their child. The homework planner with daily parent sign offs is the
same as the homework planner, but the parent signs off every night to acknowledge that
they saw the planner. Both of the methods give the opportunity for parents or teachers to
write notes in the planner for communication. A web page involves a teacher having a
classroom site where he or she posts information about the class, homework, upcoming
projects, events, helpful links and whatever else the teacher believes is important for their
class. Broadcast e-mails are an e-mail that is sent to all of the parents. Teachers use
newsletters to send home to parents, which allow the parents to see what their child is
learning about, important information about the class, and any additional news the
teacher wants to communicate to them. Announcements are quick notes sent home to the
parents to inform the parents about something important and group parent meetings are
meetings where the teacher meets with more then one child's parent. Once the rating
scores for the different methods were charted, the parents average rating score for the
methods were a 4.2 for homework planners, 4.7 for the homework planner with daily
parent sign offs, a 4 for web page, a 1.44 for broadcast e-mails, a 5 for newsletters, a 3.7
for announcements, and a 1.25 for group parent meetings. The individual communication
methods that the parents rated from most effective (five) to least effective (one) were
personal notes, phone calls, in person conferences, student work returned to the parent
with teacher comments, and individual e-mails. The parents average scores for the
individual communication methods were a 4.4 for personal notes, a 4.67 for phone calls,
a 4.9 for in person conferences, a 4.1 for student work returned with teacher comments,
and a 4.1 for individual e-mails. When asked on the survey what methods did their
children's teachers use on a weekly basis out of the ten parents seven marked off
homework planner, nine marked planner with daily parent sign offs, four checked web
page, zero for broadcast e-mails, five for newsletters, four marked announcements, zero
for group parent meetings, six for personal notes, five for phone calls, zero for in person
conferences, six for student work returned with teacher comments, and five for individual
e-mails.
On the Parent Survey Compiled Data Continued, set forth in Appendix D, parents
gave averages and percentages on different interactions with their child's teacher based
on an average week. The surveys illustrate in a usual week parents verified on average
that they have two interactions with their child's teacher. On average the surveys
showed, parents spend seven minutes with the teacher during face-to-face interactions
with about forty-one percent of the interactions being initiated by the teacher. Time spent
on phone calls on average is 10.15 minutes with 36.5 percent of the communication being
initiated by the teacher and 6.05 minutes spent on written communication with about 39.5
percent being initiated by the teacher. Parents also showed that on average 7.7 minutes is
spent on writing e-mails to the teacher in a common week. When asked how much effort
the parents felt they put forth in making parent-teacher relationships two circled "not
enough", one circled "a little effort", three circled "I try my best", two circled "a lot of
effort", and two circled "all of my effort". On the surveys, each parent wrote a comment
relating to their answer about how much effort they put forth in making a parent-teacher
relationship which can be seen in Appendix D.
Ten teachers, seven female and three male, completed the same survey and the
results were recorded in the same format on two different tables in Appendices E and F.
The ten teachers who completed the surveys had teaching experience ranging from four
to twenty-two years and taught in classrooms that ranged from grades one to four as well
as two teachers having self-contained classrooms and one teacher who has a basic skills
classroom. The average teacher rating for the different whole class communication
methods shown a 3.4 for the homework planner, a 4.5 for the homework planner with
daily parent sign offs, a 3.8 for web pages, a 1.7 for broadcast e-mails, a 4.4 for
newsletters, a 3.3 for announcements, and a 1.5 for group parent meetings. The average
teacher rating for the different individual communication methods shown a 4.6 for
personal notes, a 4.7 for phone calls, a 5 for in person conferences, a 2.5 for student work
returned to parent with teacher comments, and a 4.5 for individual e-mails. On an
average week out of the ten teachers surveyed, seven use the homework planner, eight
use the homework planner with daily parent sign offs, five use a web page, zero use
broadcast e-mails, three use newsletters, six use announcements, zero use group parent
meetings, seven use personal notes, eight use phone calls, two use in person conferences,
four use student work returned with teacher comments, and eight use individual e-mails.
Teachers noted that in an average week they have in total about 4.3 individual parent-
teacher interactions. In an average week, teachers spend about 13.35 minutes by way of
face-to-face interaction with 62.5 percent being initiated by the parents, 20.1 minutes on
phone calls with 59.5 percent being initiated by the parents, and 19.05 minutes on written
communication with 64 percent being initiated by the parents. The teachers surveyed
also wrote they spend on average 18.4 minutes sending e-mails to parents in a usual
week. When asked what kind of effort the teachers make for parent-teacher relationships
seven circled "I try my best" and three circled "a lot of effort". Most of the teachers
wrote comments at the end of this section regarding their effort put forth, their feelings,
and how they go about having parent-teacher relationships which can be found in
Appendix F.
Interviews
Five parents and five teachers were interviewed using the same questions, located
in Appendix G, on the topic of parent-teacher relationships. The parents interviewed had
one, two, or three children with three of them working full-time and two working part-
time. Out of the five parents interviewed, three were married, two were divorced, three
were female, and two were male. The teachers who were interviewed had 5-20 years
teaching experience and taught grades two, three, four, five, and a self-contained
classroom. Out of the five teachers interviewed, four were female and one was male.
After interviewing the parents and teachers, I charted the most significant
responses to the questions on tables which are set forth in Appendices H and I. The
parents felt that a parent-teacher relationship is one where there is constant
communication with keeping the child's best interest in mind. Parents hold the teachers
to high expectations wanting the teacher to treat all of the children fairly, provide their
children with all of the knowledge and skills needed, and to make sure their children
succeed to the best of their abilities. The majority of the parents first establish
relationships with the teachers during Back to School Night where they are able to learn
about the teacher, see their expectations, and how they run their classroom. Other parents
have established relationships prior to school via phone or e-mail to introduce themselves
to the teacher. Once the relationship is established, parents try their best to maintain the
relationship by being available to the teacher and contacting them through leaving phone
message, e-mails, or sending notes. Some of the parents stated that they are extremely
busy and it is hard to be involved in the classroom. Another parent mentioned that the
only time she is in contact with the teacher is when she has to plan a class party or event
and feels that she does not want to bother the teacher any other time because she knows
that she is busy. Parents feel that time is a big obstacle as well as sometimes seeing eye
to eye on different situations with their child. To overcome obstacles, parents feel that
newsletters are a quick way to let them know what is going on in the classroom and how
they can assist their child. Other ways to overcome obstacles, is using e-mail or notes to
communicate back and forth and trying to be good listeners in order to compromise.
When it comes to different roles parents play in the classroom they mentioned be active
listeners, caregivers, and play whatever role the teacher needs them to play. Two parents
felt that there is not enough communication or conversation with the teacher because
there child is not a troublemaker and receives good grades. However, they would still
like to hear how their child is improving and what more they could do to help. Two
parents also felt that they only hear from their child when they have something negative
to say about their child. They wished they heard from the teacher concerning positive
comments as well. Their biggest suggestions for creating and maintaining parent-teacher
relationships and having a "sense of community" is to have multiple communication
methods, to report to the parent with both positive and negative comments, and for both
parties to be open to ideas, be flexible, and keep each other informed.
The teachers who were interviewed felt that a parent-teacher relationship means
communicating with parents to keep them informed, respecting one another, and working
together to help the child succeed. The different expectations teachers hold the parents to
include aiding them at home with their work and being supportive of the teacher. Four
teachers said that the best way to establish a relationship with the parents is at Back to
School Night. Back to School Night gives them the opportunity to introduce themselves
to the parents, show them the classroom, and state their expectations for the upcoming
school year. The teachers then like to have individual conferences with each parent to get
to know them better. One teacher likes to send out a summer newsletter welcoming the
parents and children back to school if they get their class list early enough. Once the
relationship is established, teachers try their best to maintain the relationship by sending
out newsletters to inform the parents of what is going on in their child's classroom,
responding to parents comments, questions, or concerns as soon as possible, and one
teacher tries to get the parents involved as much as possible. Obstacles that the teachers
come across when trying to have a relationship with parents include not having enough
time, parents not having enough time, some parents being difficult or giving excuses for
their child, or parents having bad past experiences with teachers. In order to overcome
obstacles, teachers try their best to keep the parents informed and updated with their
child's education and to always try to keep communication lines open. One teacher said
that she likes to get to know her students' parents by having open conversations with
them, gaining their respect, and allowing them to feel comfortable to come to her about
anything. All five teachers believed that their role was to be a listener, teacher, advisor,
guidance counselor, and giver. One teacher believed that they must play the role of a
realistic teacher who is honest with the parent, but is honest in a caring and supportive
way. Teachers stated that they do have constant communication with the parents, and
most of it is due to parents calling, writing notes, or e-mailing them often. Most of the
phone calls, e-mails, and notes sent to parents are concerning their child's schoolwork,
grades, or behavior problems. Teachers biggest suggestions for creating and maintaining
parent-teacher relationships and having a "sense of community" is to listen to the parents
concerns, respond to parents as soon as possible, have consistent communication with
them, and always have a positive outlook when involving and communicating with
parents.
Observations
Throughout my student teaching placement, I recorded in a journal any parent-
teacher interaction I observed. In the journal, I documented the type of interaction that
occurred, the reason for the interaction, and whether the outcome was effective or not.
All of the interactions that were observed occurred with my cooperating teacher and
parents of the students in her class. I observed phone calls, e-mails, newsletters, in
person conferences, personal notes, student work returned with teacher comments, a
Powergrade web page, and homework planners with daily parent sign offs.
About eighty percent of the time when contact or interaction was made between
the parent and teacher it was initiated by the parent about a grade, schoolwork, or
problem the child was complaining about. The other twenty percent of the time the
teacher initiated the contact whether it was sending out a newsletter, setting up the end of
the year in-person conferences, sending announcements regarding upcoming tests, or
making phone calls regarding a concern about one of her students. I observed that
personal notes, e-mails, or notes in the homework planner, although quick and easy,
sometimes were misconstrued. For example, the teacher sent home a note to a parent
stating, "Susie (pseudonym used) had a not so good day today." The parent responded in
a very negative matter because the note was put in a negative tone. The parent was
unhappy that the teacher did not clarify, was not specific, and upset that she only receives
negative notes about her child. Notes, e-mails, and notes in the homework planner can be
effective based on the circumstance and if the content in the methods are specific and
have a complete explanation. Many notes that were sent dealt with children leaving early
or needing a missed assignment. These types of notes were effective and were perfect for
these quick purposes.
Powergrade was a web page where the teachers posted the students grades on
their different assignments and parents were able to check the site whenever they wanted.
Many parents responded in an effective manner because they liked that they had the
opportunity to always know how their child was doing in different subjects and what they
needed improvement on. The newsletters that were sent out to parents were also an
effective way to communicate to the parents. The newsletters allowed parents to see
what their child was learning, links to helpful websites, upcoming classroom events, and
how the parent can help the child at home. Although time consuming, in person
conferences and phone calls seemed to be the most effective. Both of these methods
allowed parents to understand one another without misinterpretations as well as allowed
parents to talk about all concerns, questions, and other issues. Through phone calls and
in person conferences parents and teachers were able to come to understandings and have
a personal communication approach. In one in person conference, I observed the parent
and teacher talking about how the child was having problems with multiplying two digit
numbers. The parent told the teacher that she did not understand the method that was
taught to the child, so she was unable to help him. The in person conference allowed the
teacher to show the parent examples of the math problems and gave the parent a complete
understanding of how to solve the math problems. The parent was so thankful for the
teacher meeting with her and the outcome of the conference was successful.
CHAPTER V
Discussion
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter will draw a conclusion to the research question of how to establish
and maintain positive parent-teacher relationship along with the most effective and
ineffective methods, approaches, and utilizations. The chapter will first discuss the
different trends that were found throughout the study. The chapter will then relate the
results of the study to the literature discussed in Chapter II. Subsequently, conclusions
will be made on how to use the results and findings of the study in the classroom.
Answers to the research question are made as well as how you can take the results of this
study and further the research on positive parent-teacher relationships.
Trends in the Results
After completing, charting, and reviewing the results found throughout the three
data sources some trends came to the surface on the topic of parent-teacher relationships.
Both parents and teachers agree that establishing and maintaining a positive parent-
teacher relationship is imperative. The surveys and interviews both showed that only
successful outcomes could come out of a positive relationship. Parents and teachers both
agreed that when parents and teachers work together and develop respect and
understanding for one another, together they can make a difference in the child's
education. Nonetheless, parents and teachers both showed that maintaining a positive
parent-teacher relationship is not an easy task. The relationship takes work and effort
from both sides. The teacher and parent must be flexible, open minded, and have
communication lines open. There are many ways to communicate; some methods or
approaches are more effective then others. The most effective ways to communicate for
individual communication are through phone calls or in person conferences and the most
effective methods for whole class communication methods are through newsletters.
Although some methods or approaches are quick and easy, they may leave the parent or
teacher confused or with a misunderstanding. The misunderstanding may lead to a
distrust or setback in the relationship. Parents also stressed that a better relationship can
be maintained when teachers contact the parents with positive feedback rather than just
negative. Finally, the results showed that the parent initiated many of the interactions
between the teacher and parent.
Relations to Literature
Many of the results that were found throughout the study have a relation to the
literature that was discussed in chapter two. All of the literature showed the importance
of developing a positive parent-teacher relationship. Greenwood and Hickman (1991)
state when time and effort is put forth to form a parent-teacher relationship then positive
outcomes will occur. Parents and teachers both stressed their feelings on the importance
of parent-teacher relationships. Parents and teachers emphasized that when both parties
focus on the best interest of the child and work together to communicate in any possible
way then the child will fully benefit.
Chapter II discussed literature that deals with the teachers and parents roles and
significant attributes in forming a positive parent-teacher relationship. Swick (1991)
states that the teacher must play three major roles in the parent-teacher relationship which
include support, education, and guidance. Throughout the surveys and interviews all of
the teachers stated that the roles they play are guidance, listener, advisor, teacher, and
supporter. The roles that the teachers said they played match with Swick's findings.
Swick (1991) stressed that with each role the teacher must show sensitivity, flexibility,
reliability, and accessibility. The findings showed that the teachers agree with his
statements and believe that flexibility and accessibility are key ingredients in making a
parent-teacher relationship work. The results found that teachers must be flexible with
their schedule and communication methods as well as being accessible by having all
communication lines open. Swick (1991) also notes that like teachers, parents have roles
they play that include learning, supporting, doing, and participatory decision making.
The results of the study agree with Swick (1991) when the parents stated that their roles
are to be supportive of the teacher and their child and help their child in any means
possible with their work at home.
The literature quoted Susan Becker (2006, p.1) that, "The parents need
information about what and how their child is learning, and the teacher needs important
feedback from the parent about the child's academic and social development." The
parents in the findings support this idea through stressing in the surveys and interviews
that they encourage feedback from their child's teacher regarding their child's strengths
and weaknesses. The teachers also showed that feedback from parents allow them to get
a better understanding of their students.
Keyes (2000) in the literature points out that when trying to establish and
maintain positive parent-teacher relationships there will be obstacles the teacher and
parent will encounter that they must address, so a positive parent-teacher relationship
once again can take its place. The results showed that some of the obstacles the parents
and teachers encounter include time, parents having bad experiences with teachers
themselves, not seeing eye to eye, and parents who are pushy. The teachers and parents
address the obstacles by using multiple ways to communicate with parents, informing
parents of important information, accommodating parents in any way possible, trying to
compromise, and allowing parents to feel comfortable and at ease when the teachers are
talking to them.
The final literature that relates directly to the findings of the study is Swick (1991)
who points out that parents and teachers both have hectic, multifaceted, and vigorous
lives and therefore a variety of different kinds of communication need to be implemented.
Although different methods in the study were found to be more effective then others,
teachers in the study showed that they use numerous amounts of ways to communicate
with parents; both whole class communication methods and individual communication
methods. Teachers who were surveyed and interviewed explained that they use
homework planners, homework planners with daily parent sign offs, newsletters,
announcements, web pages, e-mails, personal notes, parent meetings, phone calls, and
student work returned with teacher comments. Teachers stressed that they used as many
methods of communication as possible in order to make it easier for parents to
communicate with them and form a parent-teacher relationship.
Use of Study in the Classroom and Answer to Research Question
Studying the research question of how to establish positive parent-teacher
relationships and looking at the findings and results, demonstrates what methods worked,
which methods were ineffective, and what the best ways to overcome obstacles are.
After understanding and reviewing the findings and results I would use the information
several different ways in the classroom. First of all, you have to establish the relationship
before you can maintain it as well as making the relationship a positive one. The method
that was found most effective in establishing a relationship is sending out a Welcome
Back to School Newsletter if you are able to receive your class list early enough. In this
newsletter, you should make sure you show the parents that you are looking forward to
the upcoming school year in addition to working as a team with the parents. If you are
unable to receive a class list before the school year, then the best way to establish a
parent-teacher relationship is Back to School Night. On that night, make sure you
welcome the parents with a smile and show excitement. Remember first impressions are
extremely important. This is your time to let the parents know your expectations and
how you will do everything possible to make sure their child succeeds. It is also
imperative to let the parents know all the ways you can be contacted and how you plan on
communicating with them. Let the parents share with you any initial concerns or
questions they may have and make sure you obtain their contact information.
Once you have established the relationship, the next step in the classroom is to
maintain the parent-teacher relationship. The findings show that it is important to keep
all lines of communication open when maintaining the relationship and make sure you
keep an open mind and are flexible. The more methods and approaches you use to
communicate with the parents, the better chance you are to be successful and parents will
respond in a positive manner. Parents felt that the most effective and helpful methods
were the newsletters and homework planner with daily parent sign off as whole class
communication methods and in person conferences and phone calls for individual
communication methods. When using newsletters, teachers should use them as often as
possible to make sure the parents constantly are updated and informed about what is
going on in the classroom. Newsletters should include upcoming events, what the
children are learning throughout the subjects, how parents can help their child, and any
helpful website links they can use. All communication should be frequent and consistent,
so the parents are constantly informed and do not just think you are contacting them
because of a problem.
The research and findings show that when establishing and maintaining parent-
teacher relationships obstacles may surface, like with any other relationship. These
obstacles that you may face include time conflicts, agreement clashes, parents who have
had negative past experiences with teachers, and/or uncooperative parents. If and when
you come across an obstacle, you must address the problem as soon as possible. By
doing so, the problem will not escalate and you can look for a solution in order for a
positive parent-teacher relationship to take its place once again. Time conflicts can be
solved by having various ways of communication and parent involvement. Through
several communication methods, the parent will have different ways to contact and
communicate with you as the teacher and vice versa. When a disagreement between you
and the parent occurs, make sure that you first listen to the parents concerns and point of
view. Then let the parent know how you feel and what your stance is on the situation.
These types of obstacles should be settled over the phone or through an in person
conference so there is no misconceptions. Remember your roles as a teacher to be an
advisor, guidance counselor, listener, and teacher. Together try to come to a solution that
you can both agree on or try to give the parent a better insight on what is best for their
child's success and education. This study showed that another obstacle you may face is a
parent who has had negative experiences with teachers in the past or when they were
younger. If this is the case, trust and respect are the big issues at hand. As teachers we
must show the parent that our main goal is for their child to succeed and that they can
count on us for that to happen. Sharing with the parent your support and compassion will
allow them to open up to you as well as trust you. Once trust and respect are established,
a positive parent-teacher relationship can blossom.
When I began my research I set out to answer the question of how do you
establish and maintain a positive parent-teacher relationship along with what are the most
effective and ineffective methods, approaches, and utilizations. The results and findings
to answer this question have shown that it is imperative to establish a relationship with
the parents at the very beginning of the school year either through a newsletter before
school starts or through back to school night. The methods that were proven to be the
most effective are newsletters, phone calls, and in person conferences. Consistent and
frequent communication is key. This study has shown that when using effective methods
a positive parent-teacher relationship can be established, maintained, and together you
can then reach your common goal; for the child to succeed and perform to the best of his
or her abilities.
Recommendations for Further Research
This study and research was done in a single placement in a Southern New Jersey
suburban town. Therefore, to get a better understanding of effective and ineffective
methods the next approach should be to do the same exact study but in a different
placement. Once the findings and results of the new placement were found, comparisons
and contrasts should be made. As a result of comparing and contrasting the two
placements, more in depth research and findings will be made about establishing and
maintaining positive parent-teacher relationships as well as the most effective and
ineffective methods, approaches, and utilizations.
I have learned from this study the importance of the home-school connection.
Since this study showed the significance of positive parent-teacher relationships and the
most effective and ineffective methods used to establish and maintain relationships, I
believe that this research can be used as a springboard to move outside of just the
classroom. Through this research study you can now look at how the school as a whole
can form relationships with the parents and community. If positive outcomes come from
having good parent-teacher relationships, then the effects of having a positive
relationship between the school and parents will be even greater.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
Parent and Teacher Consent Form
Dear Parent or Guardian (Teacher),
I am a graduate student in the Collaborative Education (Co-Teach) Department at Rowan
University. I will be conducting a research project under the supervision of Dr. David Hespe as part of my
master's thesis concerning parent-teacher relationships. I am requesting your permission and consent to
participate in this study. The goal of the study is to determine the best methods, strategies, and approaches
in establishing and maintaining positive parent-teacher relationships.
To gather data I will be distributing surveys, conducting interviews, and recording observations. I
would like to know your thoughts and opinions, as a parent (teacher), on your experience with teacher
(parent) relationships. All participation is voluntary and all participants' names will be kept confidential.
To preserve your confidentiality, pseudonyms will be used.
Your decision whether or not to participate in filling out a survey, being interviewed, or both will
have no effect on your child (not placed in teachers consent form). If you have any questions or concerns
please feel free to contact me at (908) 265-5263 or Dr. David Hespe at (856) 256-4702. You can also e-




Please indicate whether or not you wish to participate in this study by checking the appropriate statement or
statements below and return this to your child's teacher (Return to me in Room 9).
I would like to help out and participate in completing a survey on establishing and maintaining
positive parent-teacher relationships.
I would like to help out and participate in conducting an interview on establishing and
maintaining positive parent-teacher relationships.
I can be reached at . Best time to call is
I would not like to participate in either the interview or survey on establishing and maintaining
parent-teacher relationships.
Parent/Guardian (Teacher) Signature Date
APPENDIX B
Survey Instrument
Survey was created using Clipper, J.A. (2004). Parent-Teacher Communication
Methods: Which ones do Teachers Utilize, and Why?. Master Thesis of Science
in Teaching. Rowan University, pp. 37-40. The survey also includes original
questions that were created by the researcher.
Please fill out the following survey to the best of your ability. Be as honest and thorough
as possible. Thank you very much for your cooperation and participation!!
Section One: Demographic Information
(Teacher Part)
1. Township School District
2. Description of Class(es) Taught (Please indicate number of students, age, grade,
gender, and any special needs):








2. Children (Please indicate number of children, age, grade, gender, and any special
needs):






6. Primary Language Spoke at Home:
Section Two: Please rate the following communication methods from I (least effective)
to 5 (most effective
Whole Class Communication Methods
Lease Effective
Homework Planner 1





Group Parent Meetings 1










Comments (Any suggestions or ideas that have worked in your experience):




In person conferences I
Student work returned
w/ teacher comments I
Individual E-Mails I





Comments (Any suggestions or ideas that have worked in your experience:
What Method(s) of parental communication do you use on a weekly basis? (Check
all that apply)
Homework Planner













Section Three: In an average week:
What is the total number of individual parent-teacher interaction you have?
0-1 2 -3 4 -5 6-7 8+
How much time do you spend speaking with the teacher (parents) during face-to-face
interactions?
0 - 10 minutes 11 - 20 minutes 21- 30 minutes 31 - 40 minutes 41+
minutes
% initiated by teacher (parents)
How much time do you spend on the phone per week conducting teacher (parent) phone
calls?
0 - 10 minutes 11 - 20 minutes 21- 30 minutes 31 - 40 minutes 41+
minutes
% initiated by teacher (parents)
How much time do you spend on written communication with teachers (parents)?
0 - 10 minutes 11 - 20 minutes 21- 30 minutes 31 - 40 minutes 41+
minutes
% initiated by teacher (parents)
How much time do you spend preparing e-mail communications?
0 - 10 minutes 11 - 20 minutes 21- 30 minutes 31 - 40 minutes 41+
minutes
How much effort do you put in getting to know and having a relationship with your
child's teacher (students' parents)? (Circle One)
Not Enough A little Effort I try my best A lot of Effort All of
my Effort
Explain your answer:
Section Four: Please be as specific and thorough as possible when completing the
following questions
1. Name and explain the parent-teacher communication methods you have found most
successful in your experience. If you have a specific form that you use, it would be
appreciated if you would attach it to your returned survey.
2. Name and explain any methods, approaches, or strategies that you have found to be
unsuccessful and not effective from your experience.
3. When and how do you first begin to establish a relationship with your child's teacher
(students' parents)? (Example: Before school year starts, back to school night) Any
additional information will be appreciated.
4. What do you feel is the biggest obstacle to overcome in establishing and maintaining
positive parent-teacher relationships?
5. When face with an obstacle, how do you try to alleviate and make the obstacle a better
situation?
6. What different kind of roles do you play in order to establish and maintain a positive
parent-teacher relationship?
7. What methods, strategies or approaches do you wish your child's teacher utilized in
order for a more positive parent-teacher relationship? (parent survey only)
7. What do you wish parents did in order for a positive parent-teacher relationship to be
more effective? (teacher survey only)
Thanks again for taking time out of your schedule to fill out the survey. Your
participation and cooperation is greatly appreciated!
APPENDIX C
Parent Survey Compiled Data
Demographic Description Whole Class Communication Methods hnd~idual Communication Metods
PrnMaia ows lns t ewe Droop Paetin Parson Retuaind With ldhodad
Number Gender Children M*it~ Wor Daf Paet WbPp mi aatasAnunesa Maip ~oa O ln CoatrmOC.. T*Sutw it-Itl.
I ale 3 Married FURlTime 4 6 6 1 6 3 1 6 4 6 4 1
2 fea* 2 Marrted Pan Time 6 b 6 2 5 6 1 s 5 8 4 4
3 Female 2 Married Fromlioae 4 6 6 1 S 4 1 6 WA 4 6 6
4 Female 3 Married Full Timea S 4 1 6 3 1 3 6 5 3 it
6 Femnale a Marrned Pat Time 5 6 1 2 6 4 WA 4 4 6 J 4 3
£ feal 3Ataar-e. Married MoM 3 4 3 2 W/A 4 2 4 it6
7 Female 3 Married student 6 6 6t WA 8 6 WA 6 6 6 6 6
5 Fanels 3 Maried Pan im 5 6 4 2 6t 3 2 4 5 6 4 6
9 Mal 2 DIvmoed FullTome 4 6 3 1 6 3 1 6 6 8 D 3
10 Male 1 Widw" FuR llrnt 4 4 6 1 s 3 1 4 4 6 4 3
AVERAE 4 .2 4.7 j 4 1 ~ 1.4 3.7 1.26 44 4.67 4.9 1 ~ 4.1
Demographic Description Methods Used on a Weekly Basis
Parenit Gender Children Marital Wl m a DlPlanewith teaeQn Nwlta noe.f - N~nltoSPoacb Pas n ~ mdWt IndvWd
Number Status Planner DalqPnt W b Page ~ Neweltnnr conoonantent Pereonal Mele hon C
1 Mal 3 Maried FNO~tn ro ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
2 Female 2 Marnied Part Thme ~ ~ ~ ./ ~
3 Fendel 2 Maried From Home ~ ~ ~ ~
4 Female 3 Meauted Fug Time ~ ~ ~
6 Female 3 Married Part rue ~ ~
it Femae 30 1.1 Marred Momn ~ ./ ~ t
7 Fatee 3 Married student 1 ~ ~ ~ ~r ~ t
a Female 3 Married Part Time ~ ~ / ~ t
9t ale 2 DIvorced FullTine ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
15 Mal 1 Widow FullTime ~ ~ 1 I ~
APPENDIX D
Total
Paen invntu or ace to Face g o Time Spent 1' Tim Spent on io Time Spent afr oMk aet
Number Parent- (I mI aweln a.Comrcto Teacher (l Teecher Reaiosi Answer Explained
Teacher = 6 i minutes) ' (In minutes) minutes)
interaction 7R at n)
'1 0-1 0-jo 0 0-10 0 0-10 0 0-10 A lot of Effort I ike to keep lines of communicationisopen at all times."
2 0-1 0-10 5 0-10 0 0-10 5 0-10 A little Effort "I work at home with our lanldscaping business, so t have very littletime. IlwishlIcould be aroom mom, but 1am stressed out enough."
"Fortunately, my child has not required much parent/teacher
3 0-1 0-10 25 0-10 25 0-10 50 0-10 1 try my best discussion. I have not been able to volunteer as classroom mom
______ ________because of a younger child at home."
"It is all according to the teacher. Some are more receptive than
4 2-3 21-30 100 0-10 50 0-10 I50 0-10 I try my best others. It also has to dowith personalities- Imay have more in
______ ______common with some teachers than others."
"Other than Back to School Night and the first and only parent-
s 0-1 0-10 50 0-10 50 0-10 50 0-10 Not Enough teacher conference, there really Isn't other opportunities to spend
_______with the teacher."
"Since my children are special needs, it is vital that I know their
6 4-5 0-10 10 21-30 10 0-10 50 0-10 All of my Effort teachers expectations and they are aware of mine. I have had all
___ positive experiences with all my children teachers thus far."
7 2-3 0-10 100 0-10 50 0-10 50 0-10 Not Enough "I am busy with nursing school and three children. I wish I couldvolunteer a little more."
8 0-1 0-10 60 0-10 70 0-10 50 0-10 I try my best "Like to get to know teacher however do not want to bother the
teacher unless it is important"
"I1 feel it is important that the teacher and parent are on the same
9 2-3 0-10 20 11-20 60 0-10 60 21-30 A lot of Effort wave length and the teacher lets me know what is going on inthe
_____________ _______________classroom."
'Since I am the only parent and he is my only child I want to make
10 4-5 0-10 40 21-30 50 11-20 30 11-20 All of my Effort sure thatlIam involved as much as possible to make sure my child
- -- - _________________receives the best education."
-"A# responses were beaedlIn an av'erage weeK""
AVERAGE: 2 7 41 10.15 386 86 38.5 7.7
APPENDIX E
Teacher Survey Compiled Data
Demographic Description Whole Class Communication Methods Individual Communication Methods
Teacher Teaching HoeokPlanner wI Broadlcast GopPrr esnli esn Suett IdvdaNubr Gender Experience Classroom Type Plne Daily Parent Web Page E-ai Newsletters An noements Gretinp P tesona hone Ca ConfPersne Rktne Ind E-Mal(iSyis)8gn Off Comentts
I Female 4 Self-Contained 4 4 3 2 5 3 1 5 4 5 1 5
2 Female 18 Basic Skills 3 5 3 1 4 3 1 5 5 5 2 4
3 Female 18 Grade 3 3 4 3 2 5 3 2 5 5 5 3 5
4 Female 18 Grade 3 3 4 4 2 5 3 1 5 5 5 3 5
S Male 7 Grade 2 2 4 3 2 4 3 1 3 5 5 2 3
8 Female 15 Grade 3 4 5 4 1 4 4 '1 5 4 5 2 5
7 Female 22 Grade 5 4 5 4 2 4 3 2 4 5 5 3 5
8 Female 19 Self-Contained 5 5 5 2 4 4 2 5 5 5 3 4
9 Male 10 Grade 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 2 5 5 5 3 4
10 Male 5 Grade 1 3 5 5 1 5 3 2 4 4 5 3 5
AVERAGE: 3.4 4,8i 3.8, 1.7 4.4, 3.3 1 4.6 4.7 6 2.6 4.5
Demographic Description _______ ___ Methods Used on a Weekly Basis ___
I StudentTece -ir Teaching Planner wI er/InPro Work Idvda
GentlereI Experience Classroom Type PanrDaily Parent Web Page EMIS Newsletters Grounemn p Pahonsna Cals Cnecs Returlled w/ alNubr(in years) Panr Sign Os.,as MeetIngs Notes CoeecsTeacher E-al
___ ___ comments_ _
1 Female 4 Self-Contained 1' ~ ~~
2 Female 18 Basic Skills ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ ~
3 Female 18 Grade 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
4 Female 18 Grade 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
5 Male 7 Grade 2 ~
8 Female 15 Grade 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
7 Female 22 GradeS 5 ~ ~
8 Female 19 Sel-Contained ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
9 Male 10 Grade 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
10 Male 5 Gradel 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
APPENDIX F
Teacher Survey Compiled Data Continued
Total 5Tm pnTahr Number of t .Tim -pn Timmesenent
Tece lndivdual Fa-ofc jjon ne C y edMing Effort to Makre Parent-
Itroin $-MutoAseExlie na Number Parent- (M minutes) , I. (in a.ue r OA )n(n [ Pa*rents (in Teacher Relationship Ase xl~e
.nteranutes)
-Some parents choose to or have more opportunities to participate in their Childs
1 8+ 21-30 75 41+ 50 41+ 50 11-20 1 try my best education. 1 put forth a lot of effort for those parents who retumocontact and readinfo. For those who do not l continue to write, call and especially provide for the
student but you can't win every battle."
2 4-5 11-20 10 11-20 20 0-10 60 0-10 I try my best
"Some parents are more open to a close relationship with their child's teacher.
3 2-3 11-20 50 11-20 50 11-20 50 31-40 1 try my best Others prefer the no news is goodrnews approach; they only warnto know if a
problem arises."
"I send home a monthly newsletter, each month I update my web page. I answer
4 2-3 0-10 75 31-40 75 21-30 75 11-20 A lot of Effort all phone clls within 24hours. Ilmake phone calls/write notes when they are
warranted and 1 respond to e-malts ASAP."
"Students with concerms in class I will get to know the parents pretty well. The
5 4-5 11-20 50 21-30 50 11-20 50 0-10 1 try my best better they are with their work the harder itis to contnually contact them because
there Is not much to constantly relay to them."
6 2-3 11-20 75 0-10 75 11-20 75 11-20 1 try my best "Itry to get back to themas soon as aconcermor ssue arises. Ilalso tryto befiendly and give In to their needs so that we have a good relationshdp."
7 4-5 0-10 95 0-10 95 0-10 95 11-20 1 try my best
"'Teachers and parents (and students) must work as a team. Although 5th graders
8 2-3 11-20 60 11-20 70 11-20 50 21-30 A lot of Effort are growing inindependence, alot of timeand effort is put fothto establish open
and honest channels of communication that will last throughout the year."
"ktislimportant tobe incontact with parents. However,it is hard to try to
9 4-5 11-20 60 11-20 60 11-20 60 11-20 1Itry my best communcate with all parents on afrequent basis. You tend to have more of a
relationship with parents whose child is having trouble in school."
"it is extremely imperative to have constant communication with parents. I put s lot
10 6-7 0-10 75 31-40 50 31-40 75 31-40 A lot of Effort of effort to make surelIget bck toparents concernscomments, or questions as
-*Aft nswers8 were basest In an average week""




What does a parent-teacher relationship mean to you?
Question 2:
What kind of expectations do you hold the parents (teacher) to?
Question 3:
How and when do you personally establish a relationship with your students parents
(child's teacher)?
Question 4:
What do you do to maintain the relationship with the parents (teacher)?
Question 5:
What do you feel is the biggest obstacle in establishing/maintaining a positive
relationship with the parents (teacher)?
Question 6:
How do you try and overcome these obstacles?
Question 7:
What kind of roles do you play in establishing and maintaining a positive parent-teacher
relationship?
Question 8:
How often are you in contact with the parents (teacher)?
Question 9:
What is the main reason for contact?
Question 10:
What would your biggest suggestion be in forming and maintaining positive parent-
teacher relationships?
Question 11:
How do you think a "sense of community" for parent-teacher relationships can best be
encouraged in the classroom or at home?
*** Questions are used for the tables in Appendix H and I ***
APPENDIX H
Parent Interview Resp ses
pa-nt
Letter Question 1 Question 2 Question S Question 4 Question S QuestIon 8
"...teacer should "...when Ittendb . i h w m .m, t never
"...a relationship tha teach to the beat of to school night Back schedule, butt wil seems ike thereis "...E-mail is an easy
A keeps the childs beat his or her abittas to to Sctoot ntgtt tsa write the teachera enough in the day. I way to have quick
interests in hand." make sure tie great oppotunity to n be m responses."in h a not oremait i Inee lwish mlbonchlrnreceive hee where the ecr
beat education." s coming from." to reach he' involved."
...open "...usuallyBackto "...dependsonthe "...bothpartiesrneed "... trytobethebest
comimunication to "...to treat alt the School Night Some teacher and If they to be active active participant and
B know both the students with the teachers have sent make themselves participants In allow for
positives and same faimesa." out newslettera in the easily available to communicating with communication to
negatives." Summer." communicate with." one another." occur."
"1 usually do not have "..the teacher does "...the bet chance to "... try to help out if ". feel that the
much of a relationship her job responds to first meet the teacher the teacher has teacher has s ma m a a ote in
per say, usually all student with equal Is Beck to School holiday paties or bagger conems and child's plnner if I
C because my child fainess, and provide Night. Some teachers events. I like to be problems to e m ychid plannerit it
performs well and the the students with the I have known trom my involved If the teacher that my concers or is n ,ifn
teacher is to busy with needed knowledge other children having allows for problems may be just
other problems." and Skits." them." involvement.' bothering them.
sometimes being "make suretovoice
"...is importantto ... makesurethatthe ... usuallytato thteachermy onthesmeevelcontct ifo. d te tectw.hermy concarns and
me because my child children succeed and there before school info.aand t he teachermay a w t lha ta mak yself avial etimes when youeamg perform othe beat of starts via a-mas or to give me his or her
disability" their abilities." phone." when it comes to my bump heads or do not and see whereducation." ompletely
eye. we can compromise."
"like with anything
"...Fie any ("...provide his orhu "..,ck to " amnverybusybut I"..lfeethattneisa eaeyohvetteryto"tc ny "...rovi e i rhr . aktO Schtiol rsodto the bi ostedle. Both fidwys to baterthe
r teacher ASAP when parents and teachers sItuation, when
weethere is adknowledge tey ptn-ece thy know need to speak ae busy and to find teachers are activecommunication." need to know." c " with me." time isa hard task." communicators it
makes it a bit easier.'
Parlim Question 7 Question 8 Question Qaestion 10 Question 11
"...the caring parent "When there is "..have multiple ways "..both make
A who wants he best ot aonte, its about to communicate and themselves easy to
for their child" would Ie o be." grades or behavior." allow for Involvement' talk to"
S..listener, easy to "..makesurelllines "...when alllinesof
"hnv cde..o ke sure of communication are communication are
a teachers want to have neesary...t between childrenopenandboth rties
communictions w! vanies.on average need makeup work opand to communicate pay active
me." maybe once a week." when lost r." e lr s.
'I make myseit "Whenever we talk "...to keep parents "Teachers and
available and help in about room mom "Parties, planning, infomied about what parents work togetherthe classroom stuff, so maybe every room mom activities." is going on in the to provlde the beat for
wheiever needed." othermonth.' dassroom." the children."
"Teachers and
py f t t " o keep ma "Beth patties should parents are able to
paythereoa "Atleast3tmesay keep an open mind keep an open mid,
caring parent who week. There is u e t a ow for be flexible, allow for
D wants ro don all I can consiant chldfs progress & to When multiple ways to
do to make sure my comunicaton beck make sure parents and teachers communicate, and
ciissccessful." land fort." woktogehera ot repnd toonebeing effective." can be achieved." another in acaring
manner.
'I play so many roles 'Teachers send out "The teacher initiates
in the day you tend to newletiers and post "Grades, to inform me "It is nice when you a welcoming
believe you have on WebPages to kee of any problems or hear from the teacher dasasoom and allows
E super powers... let me infoned which concems, howl may both positive and for different means of
the teacher do her job helps ma be able to help, or negative comments, communication to
and play a rote when communicate w/ the positive newa." just not always bed." allow for woring
she needs me.' teacher" mothers to help out"
APPENDIX I
Teacher Interview Response
Teacher Question I Question 2 Question 3 Question 4 Question 5 Question 6
Letter
...means one where t..he parent should "Back to school night "I send out monthly "Time... there never I try to do my best to
there is be open to advice is usually the first newsletters informing seems to be enough keep the parents
communication and and help with the opportunity to talk the parents of recent whether it be my time or updated through
A understanding on bothchild's homework" with the parents." classroom parents time." newsletters or notes end
sides." information." try to accommodate as
best as possible."
...means you inform I expect the parent 'If I get my class list "Wenever we starts Some parents tend to "Explain to parents your
you parents of what to support my early enough 1 try new unit in a subject disagree with your ideas and advice, Listen
is happening in the teaching and help theand send out a send home extra advice or ways and you to their opinion and try
B classroom." child with his/her welcome beck to ways they might be have totry and get them to compromise to cone
work at home." school newsletter. able to assist their to understand." to the best solution."
child'"
"...means there is a "...the parent to be of "Bad to school night 'When a parent "Some parents are over "Make sure you have
common any assistance to the or the initial first leaves a message for protective of their documents to back up
understanding and child at home with parent-teacher me I respond to them children or give excuses what you are saying and
C respect for one work and to be conference is when I ASAP whether for their children instead try your best to work with
another's role in and involved with the first talk with through e-mail, note, of trying to come up with the parent so the child
out of the classroom." child's class." parents." or phone call." a solution" succeeds."
...means there is "..parents need to "I like to introduce "I try to get my "Parents may be 'Try to have the most
open communication workwith the child at myself and get to parents involved in difficult, not want to be communication methods
between both parties." home and aid In know the parents in a whatever way I can." involved, or cannot find available for parents an
his/her success," group first at Back to the time to establish and I like to keep the parents
school night and then maintain a parent- informed through my
individually with teacher relationship." website and
conferences." newsletters."
",,,parents and 'The parent needs to "Back to school night "I always keep 'When parents have "I try and gain the
teachers work be supportive nd is when I establish communication lines had negative past parents reaped and
together for the child's understanding." the relationship.' open and respond to experiences or bed trust through having
best interest " parents ASAP." experiences themselves open conversations with
with teacher's as a child them and get to know
tis hard then to try and about them."
rebuild trust."
Teacher
Letter QuestionT Question a Question 9 Question 10 Question 11
1 tend to be a "Whenever I feel it is "...a concern or "...have consistent "Be welcoming and with
guidance counselor, necessary or question the parent contact with the consistent contact the
advisor, teacher, and whenever a parent has for me." parents whether it be parent will not feel
A fiend I try to build has a question, through individual discouraged to come to
trust and respect from concern, or communication you.'
the parent." comment." methods or whole
class methods.'
"...a realistic teacher "In an average week ".. the parent has a "...use numerous "..thugh keeping the
who communicates in Iould say that I question about a types of parents constantly
a kind manner, but communicate with at grade received or communication infonned and letting
tells the parents how' least 2 parents a work sent home." methods as wet as them know that you care
a Is so they understand day." different ways to about their child s
and see my point of keep the parents success"
view." informed about what
is going on in the
"Counselor and "My communication "....regarding a "...to always keep "... allow parents to feel
advisor ... I try to be lines are always problem in the communication lines that your best interest is
canngandplayany openandliiformthe classroomor openandretume- fortheirchildto
C role that is in the best parents on behavior problem mails, notes or succeed."
need for the child." information in with a child." phone calls as soon
numerous ways." as possible."
"I listen, give, care, 'As often as possible. "....usually in contact "....do not just "...alweys have a
advise, carefully give I try to inform parents because of a concen contact parents when positive outlook and
recommendations, of positive feedback, or because the you have negative allow parents to be
0 follow through not just talk to them parent wants to talk comments or involved as much as
consistently, end when I have about his or her conversation, contact posslble...create a safe
honestiy informs." something negative child." them about positive and comfortable
things s well." leaning Community.'
"I play the role of "In an average week "In contact to talk 'To try and reach out "...when you get to
teacher, advisor, about 5-10 times." about how a child is to the parents and let know the parent and the
counselor, and achieving, improving, them understand child's home life you car
caregiver. I also or whet we can do to where you era make better connections
listen and help the child coming from and end the relationship
cm date as best improve." listen to their stronger."
as possible." concerns as wall".
